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About This Game

In Starship Rubicon, Earth has been casually destroyed by a mysterious race of space-faring invertebrates. You are a fighter
pilot whose cryopod has been collected by a possibly-insane AI, who has placed you in the unenviable position of being

humanity’s savior. Shanghaied and alone, you must gather the remaining human survivors and traverse the surprising
biodiversity of deep space to find a new home.

{NeoGAF writeup}

Key Features

Quick Gameplay - Pilot your ship in fast-paced shoot-em-up, featuring a unique approach to arcade physics and
controls.

Customize Your Ship - Upgrade your ship with a Tetris-styled hangar bay as you find weapons and items on your quest.
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Randomized Universe - Make your way through a diverse galaxy as you encounter interesting new lifeforms. Each play
session generates a new path of enemies, allies, and items.

Casual Roguelike - When your ship blows up, that's the end of the line for that game. However, if you collect enough
crystal shards by the end of a sector you can save your ship to re-launch it on another level.

A Fleet Of Ships To Play - Do you prefer fast ships for run and gun? Do you like something that takes a punch but isn't
as agile? Start the game with 3 different ships and spend shards to unlock more ships with unique abilities!

Mod-friendly - Since ships and weapons are exposed in simple external .lua scripts, modding and creating your own
content only requires a text editor!
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Title: Starship Rubicon
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Wickworks
Publisher:
Cheerful Ghost
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP (Win10 NOT SUPPORTED)

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 35 MB available space

English
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I'm really enjoying this game. It gives a cool twist on the classic Tower Defence genre - where you control the towers, adding an
extra layer to the gameplay - and does it with a satisfying style.

It seems to be the dev's first foray into the Steam Store, and he's done a good job of it. If you like simple, fun, addictive strategy
games, it's worth checking out.. I can't say I recommend this game in its current state. Leaning over objects like tables pushes
you backwards, which is very nauseating\/disorienting. The game also really needs an inventory system, and an easier way of
holding objects for long periods. Obviosuly it is a work in progress, and the dev appears to be learning as they go. I will continue
to check out future updates, and will change my review accordingly if improvements are made.. \u2018UPDATE\u2019.
The game got again a lot better with its 1.0 release (although XP gain amount might need some tweaking) The movement got
changed quite a bit aswell its much more fluent and less restricted which i like a lot. My previous statement still stands. If you
like the old school kinda games get it! Seriously with Faceit implementation its absolutely amazing!

\u2018REVIEW\u2019
Please read before you scroll further!.
This game recieved a lot of negativity at launch and its still healing from that experience.
I was one of the people who were very hyped for this game. unfortunately i refunded it because of all the issues like many
others BUT
ITS A LOT DIFFERENT THEN IT WAS AT LAUNCH!
100x better. it runs amazing and the gameplay reminds me a lot of the older cod games + csgo(which i got barely 2400h in).
movement sometimes feels clunky BUT this might just be the style and something i need to get used to.
had no issues finding games in EU and the community looks very friendly.
dont be afraid to buy it if you like\/liked csgo\/old cod games.. I really wanted this game to turn into something good, but it
didn't. It's very poorly made and sorry devs, but you don't seem to know a lot about the weapons you put in the game. lol I
almost crapped my pants when one of your guys said he's an Army or Marine vet or something, and had no idea how the MK18
should operate mechanically. You had a cool concept, but I'm afraid you blew it.. An interesting point and click puzzle game.
This was the first game I have played of this type, and I really enjoyed it until towards the end. The big problem for me is that
the puzzles get diabolically hard, and there is no real explanation of most of them as to exactly what you have to do to solve
them. There is only a single guide on Steam, for one particular puzzle, and no google matches for any of the other puzzles.
Instead, to get past a lot of them, I had to resort to a Let's Play series on YouTube (and even they didn't manage to solve all the
puzzles, thankfully there is a 'skip' button). So, if you like hard puzzles and point and click games, this is a game for you. If you
want to try something new, then keep in mind the hard puzzles. If you don't like difficulty in a game (and I don't, I don't play
games for the challenge), then this game may not be for you.. I never buy games with micro transactions or lootboxes, but when
I saw this one I knew I had to try it and I wasn't disappointed. Loot Boxes everywhere and beautiful background scenery. Lots of
Lootboxes everywhere. Everything you could want from a lootbox is in this game. Spinning Loot Boxes, Burning Loot Boxes,
Battle-Hardened loot boxes, Plain old loot boxes, Elite loot boxes, Explosive Loot boxes, Stock Holder Pleasing Containers, and
so much more. Yeah, yeah, I know it is a clickr style game. So What?
 If you love loot boxes in your games, this is the game for you. If you hate loot boxes in your games, this is still the game for
you. 10\/10

Oh and you can beat this game in under 2 hours.. Can't wait for the beta
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The Game looked really good, but there is no getting used to the car(s) or figuring out how the game works. You are just
plunked down and off you go.

The driving seems unrealistic as in the Ford Mustang the back end slides out way too much.

Game has been deleted.

For me it was the worst money spent in Steam!. Thirteen of my steam friends: "I'm gonna buy this game"
Every one of those same people: "I'm never gonna play it!"

You're looking at three hours worth of exploring the mansion of immortal (?) Not-Elvis-Presley, including a ton of secret
passages. A surreal, trippy aesthetic permeates this game as you explore the maze-like structure, piece together the game's
history via hidden routes, and ultimately break into the titular room. It's like Gone Home but not fOcking garbage. Even the
music is markedly better here. Everyone that gave GH praise while ignoring this game needs to get bent in half.

Important: keep your eyes open for the paintings. About a quarter of them have conspicuous buttons on them that you might
accidentally mistake for just being part of the game's art style.

Running a video game for an hour and a half in order to get steam cards is not playing the game, get real.. Under normal
circumstances you'd think an Expansion pass would be like a game's season pass and would include all DLC and normally this
would be the case. Sadly this is not the case here at all. What you get is access to all the single player DLC and that's it. In terms
of value it's really really hard to make a case that its' price it is good value for money espically when you look at each piece of
DLC by itself. At it's core you are looking around maybe 3-4hrs max of single player content that you get with this Expansion
pass. Which isn't a lot by by any means. If you really must have all the single player DLC then yes its' price does make it look
appealing. However at it's current price of $16.99 CAD I cannot recommend by it and would only do so if it were on sale for
about half of that of less. If you want all the DLC for this game then don't bother buying this.. Golden Realms not only adds a
significant amount of content to the base game, but it also solves a number of issues that AoW III had, massively improving the
game.

As far as new content goes, the game adds a new race (Halflings), a new independent dwelling (Nagas), two new spheres of
magic, a new campaign, a new victory condition (seals), and new buildings (special buildings and turrets).

The Halflings are the most unique race in AoW III, as they get their own mechanic, lucky, which allows them to dodge
incoming attacks based on their morale. The already-existing morale mechanic therefore becomes even more important than it
was before, and the race really fits very well into the rest of the game instead of feeling tacked-on. The Nagas pull the focus a
little bit towards naval combat. Always a bit underwhelming in strategy games, the Nagas let you increase your naval power
without losing your land power. The spheres of magic are interesting. The partisan sphere lets you use hit-and-run tactics, while
the wild magic sphere does random things and is funny to use.

The new campaign is short. To be honest, I disliked the voice actor who did the big wall-of-text stories that I already dislike
about AoW, but that's the main concern. The campaign makes sure you get to play with all the new toys of the expansion and
the final mission was one of the most challenging scenarios of AoW III that I've played.

The new victory condition, the seals of power, is a fantastic addition to AoW III. Like many turn-based strategy games, AoW III
has the tendency to put you in the position where you've practically won the game, but have to slog over half the map in order to
get rid of the last enemies. The Seals prevent that. Every turn in which you have an army on top of a seal, you gain one charge,
and after you get a specific number of charges, you win the game. But you have to keep the army there, and it better be large
enough to defend itself against the random enemies the seal spawns now and then. The seals massively speed up the game,
especially on huge maps.

The new buildings are equally important. As you capture independent treasure sites around your cities, you can unlock new
buildings to build in those cities. This really lets you specialize your cities, which is great, because in the base game, every city
was pretty much the same and it didn't matter where you produced your units. The turrets are the best addition to AoW III,
however. During a city siege, they will automatically attack one random besieging unit every turn. In the base game, you could
comfortably bombard the city's walls and defenders from far away and just wait for them to come outside. This is no longer
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possible, because the turrets will hurt you quite badly if you do. This makes besieging cities a lot more fun and challenging than
it was before.

All in all, the Golden Realms solves a few of the biggest issues that AoW III had, while also adding extra content. It is a definite
recommendation and I wouldn't want to play the game without it anymore.. When I bought this game it worked almost like in
real life - I need basic client for people to join my host game with dlcs and everyone could choose character from dlc - thats
fair. The only reason I bought it for me and my gf - sometimes it's more comfortable to play 1on1 on digital version. Few
months ago 'bad updates' have started apearing. Now you need to buy all the dlcs enabled on host game to have all characters
available... At start I thought about buying season pass (all current and feauture dlcs) - lucky me I didn't do it - they changed
terms even for people who already bought it (is it legal?!). More and more bugs after each update and more irritation. New
feature effects breaks more than giving fun. It's harder and harder to recommend. I'm really disappointed about how this game
evolves. Can't recommend for now - maybe in future if ANYTHING will change in good way (including bug fixing).. I fell
asleep during the hour long load times
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